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ABSTRACT

This study examined how variables related to habitat cover types can affect the
positional accuracy of Global Positioning System (GPS) data and, subsequently, how
wildlife home range analysis can be influenced when utilizing this inaccurate data. This
study focused on measuring GPS accuracy relative to five habitat variables: open canopy,
sparse canopy, dense canopy, open water, and building proximity. The study took place
in Hillsborough County, in residential areas that contain all of these habitat types. Five
GPS devices, designed for wildlife tracking purposes, were used to collect the data
needed for this study. GPS data was collected under the aforementioned scenarios in
order to induce error into the data sets. Each data set was defined as a 1-hour data
collecting period, with a fix rate of 60 seconds, which resulted in 60 points per sample.
The samples were analyzed to determine the magnitude of effect the five variables have
on the positional accuracy of the data. Thirty samples were collected for each of the
following scenarios: (1) open grassland with uninhibited canopy closure, (2) sparse
vegetation canopy closure, (3) dense vegetation canopy closure, (4) close proximity to
buildings (<2 m), and (5) open water with uninhibited canopy closure. Then, GPS errors
(in terms of mean and maximum distance from the mean center of each sample) were
calculated for each sample using a geographic information system (GIS). Confidence
intervals were calculated for each scenario in order to evaluate and compare the levels of
error. Finally, this data was used to assess the effect of positional uncertainty on home
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range estimation through the use of a minimum convex polygon home range estimation
technique. Open grassland and open water cover types were found to introduce the least
amount of positional uncertainty into the data sets. The sparse coverage cover type
introduces a higher degree of error into data sets, while the dense coverage and building
proximity cover types introduce the greatest amount of positional uncertainty into the
data sets. When used to create minimum convex polygon home range estimates, these
data sets show that the home range estimates are significantly larger when the positional
error is unaccounted for as opposed to when it is factored into the home range estimate.
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION

Despite its wide range of uses across many disciplines, GPS technology is rather
new. Although GPS devices have become increasingly more accurate since the
technology was made available for civilian use, there is still some inherent inaccuracy in
its deployment. This inaccuracy can be attributed to a number of variables not limited to
line-of-sight interference, satellite geometry, multipath error, ionospheric interference,
tropospheric interference, and GPS receiver location (DeCesare et al., 2005; Dussault et
al., 2001; Axelrad et al., 1996; Gergorius & Blewitt, 1998; Bowman et al., 2000).
Since the advent of GPS technology, many disciplines have become heavily
dependent on it. GPS has become integrated into most military assets and personnel
(Fisher & Raquet, 2011), as well as having a wide range of cellular and vehicular
applications (Zandbergen & Barbeau, 2011). GPS technology has also become
incorporated into wildlife management efforts, animal tracking and home range
estimation in particular (Moen et al., 1996; Selkirk & Bishop, 2002; Downs & Horner,
2009). Home range estimation has become a widely used technique among wildlife
stewards due to an increasing interest in determining habitat use of animals, carrying
capacity of certain areas and the design of nature preserves. While the degree of error
intrinsic to GPS has been widely discussed in the literature, there seems to be a lack of
studies investigating how to best incorporate this error into home range estimates.
1

The purpose of this study is to assess the effect certain factors related to habitat
cover type have on the accuracy of GPS data collection, and how the positional accuracy
of these subsequent data sets affects wildlife home range estimation. The caliber of home
range estimation hinges on the exactness of the data points used in the analysis, since
traditional and current home range studies do not integrate GPS error into their
calculations. The accuracy of collected data points can vary, however, depending on the
presence of the different variables mentioned in Chapter 2. While there are numerous
studies that have explored the variables that affect positional accuracy in GPS data, there
seems to be a void in the literature in terms of how varying positional accuracy can
influence home range estimation. Therefore, this study quantifies the magnitude of error
that these factors induce into GPS data sets, so that the effect of those variables on home
range estimation can be determined. Specific research objectives include:
(1) Determine the effect varying cover types (open grassland, open water, sparse
canopy, dense canopy, and building proximity) have on the positional
accuracy of GPS data.
(2) Evaluate how GPS data sets, influenced by the factors above, can affect home
range estimation.
The literature review, found in Chapter 2, includes background information on
GPS technology including: the origin and components of GPS, GPS applications, and the
accuracy of GPS. The literature review then discusses home range estimation techniques
such as the minimum convex polygon, kernel density estimation, and characteristic-hull
polygon. The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 3 outlines where
the study took place and how the area was selected, while Chapter 4 provides a
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framework for the data collection and analysis techniques that were used to carry out the
research. Results of the analysis are presented in Chapter 5, while a discussion of the
findings is provided in Chapter 6. Finally, conclusions are presented in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 2:
LITERATURE REVIEW

Overview of GPS
The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a navigation system composed of a
constellation of satellites which provide positional data anywhere on the earth, to anyone
with access to a GPS receiver. GPS was initiated in 1973 by the U.S. Department of
Defense (DoD) as a strict military system. While GPS is still operated and maintained by
the DoD, it has since been made accessible for civilian use (FAA, 2010).

GPS Components
GPS consists of three major components: space, control and user functions. The
control component of GPS is made up of twelve GPS monitor stations, one of which is
the master control station, located in Colorado Springs, CO, which is responsible for the
overall management of the other monitor stations. These monitor stations, whose
locations are scattered around the earth, monitor the altitude, speed, positioning, and
overall condition of the GPS satellites (El-Rabbany, 2006). Each monitor station is
capable of tracking up to eleven satellites at one time (FAA, 2010). The space
component of GPS is composed of 24 active satellites which move in geosynchronous
orbits around the earth. The satellite geometry is arranged in six orbital planes,
consisting of 4 satellites each (El-Rabbany, 2006). Each of the four orbital planes are
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separated by 60° from one another, and are positioned at 55° inclinations from the
equator (Beutler et al., 1999). This satellite configuration allows for 4-10 satellites to be
visible from anywhere in the world. Each satellite has an orbital period of 12 hours,
ensuring that each satellite orbits the earth twice a day (FAA, 2010). The user
component of GPS consists of all of the equipment military and civilians use to receive
and utilize GPS signals. GPS is a one way, ranging system; a GPS user can only receive
GPS satellite signals (El-Rabbany, 2006). GPS satellites are equipped with atomic clocks
which provide extremely accurate time measures. GPS’s ability to determine location is
based upon the time interval between a satellite’s signal emission and that signal’s
reception by a GPS receiver on earth. This time period establishes a range of possible
locations the user could be located on earth (FAA, 2010). With the signals from three
GPS satellites, a GPS receiver can determine its two-dimensional location on earth
(latitude and longitude). With the signals from four GPS satellites, a GPS receiver can
determine its three-dimensional location (latitude, longitude and elevation) (El-Rabbany,
2006).

GPS Satellite History
The first group of satellites, referred to as Block I satellites, were eleven in
number and were put in orbit between 1978 and 1985 (USNO, 2011). They were
designed to have a 5 year life span, but many functioned well beyond that estimated life
span. The next grouping of satellites, Block II satellites, were nine in number and were
put in orbit between 1989-1990. Block II satellites were the first satellites fitted with
selective availability capabilities. Block II satellites also were designed to operate up to
14 days without contact with ground control and were designed with a 7.5 year life span
5

(El-Rabbany, 2006). Block IIA satellites were the next generation of satellites to be put
in orbit. They numbered nineteen and were launched between 1990 and 1997. These
satellites are similar in design to the Block II satellites in terms of life span and selective
availability capabilities, but Block IIA satellites are also capable of operating,
autonomously, from ground control for up to 180 days at a time (USNO, 2011).

The launch of the Block IIA satellites completed the constellation of 24 active
GPS satellites. This is the same number of active GPS satellites that are currently in use,
however, the satellites that make up this constellation can change, due to older satellites
that become inactive and new satellites that are launched into orbit. Since the Block IIA
satellites were put in orbit, two new generations of satellites have also been initiated: 21
Block IIR satellites which were launched between 1997 and 2009 and 1 Block IIF
satellite which was launched in 2010. There are currently 32 functional GPS satellites in
orbit, 24 of which are currently operating. Future plans concerning additional GPS
satellite launches includes 11 more Block IIF satellites, followed by a new generation of
Block III satellites (USNO, 2011).

GPS Applications
Military Applications
GPS technology originated strictly as a military application. Although it has since
been made available for civilian use, GPS remains ingrained in military operations.
Since 2005, almost all of U.S. precision-guided munitions have used GPS targeting data
(Fisher & Raquet, 2011). In addition to utilizing GPS data for munitions guidance,
nearly all military assets are fitted with GPS devices to monitor their locations. Initially,
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the prohibitive size and cost of GPS units restricted their use to larger, more expensive
items such as planes and tanks. As the cost and size of units has dropped considerably,
nearly all military assets, including personnel and cargo, can be fitted with GPS units
(Fisher & Raquet, 2011).

Vehicular and Cellular Applications
As GPS units have become increasingly smaller and less expensive, GPS
applications have become exponentially greater for civilian use as well. GPS navigation
systems for vehicles have become increasingly more popular during the past decade and
now come standard in certain vehicles. Mobile phones have become one of the most
popular electronic devices of this century and GPS technology is now commonly
embedded in mobile phones as well, allowing owners the convenience of using
navigation applications on their phone while driving as well as outside of their vehicles
(Zandbergen and Barbeau, 2011).

Wildlife Management Applications
GPS technology has also helped make wildlife tracking and monitoring a much
less expensive endeavor. Prior to GPS, wildlife tracking relied heavily on manual
tracking and VHF radio transmitters. While radio telemetry may be less expensive than
GPS from a technological perspective, the lack of human labor required in GPS tracking
can serve to counterbalance the upfront cost of the technology. Both manual tracking and
radio telemetry require intensive manual data collection, which can cause financial and
logistical complications as compared to GPS tracking (Bowman et al, 2000). GPS animal
tracking was initially restricted to larger animals due to the bulk of early GPS units, but
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technological advances have now allowed for smaller devices which have all but
removed restrictions based on the size of the animal (Girard et al, 2002). Aside from
initially collaring an animal with a GPS unit, GPS technology can be a much less
intrusive method to observe an animal, which can lead to more reliable data concerning
the animal’s true behavior due to limited human interaction (Markham & Altmann,
2008). GPS tracking can also be useful for the study of species or particular populations
of animals that inhabit areas with limited access (Girard et al, 2002).

GPS Accuracy
Some degree of inaccuracy is intrinsic to any GPS derived data. This inaccuracy
can be attributed to a number of different variables, not limited to line-of-sight
interference, satellite geometry, multipath error, ionospheric interference, tropospheric
interference, and GPS receiver location. While the aforementioned variables are
unintentional sources of GPS error, some GPS inaccuracy is deliberately introduced into
GPS signals. Even though the DoD demilitarized GPS technology, making it accessible
to civilians, it still maintains two levels of GPS accuracy: the precise positioning service
(PPS) which is restricted for military use, and the standard positioning service (SPS)
which is available for civilian use (El-Rabbany, 2006).

Selective Availability and Differential Correction
Initially, the highest GPS accuracy was reserved for military use and the signal
reserved for civilian use was intentionally degraded. This degraded signal was referred to
as selective availability (Dussault et al., 2001). Although the potential accuracy of GPS
receivers is <1 meter, accuracy in civilian GPS, prior to the dismissal of selective
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availability, was less than 40 meters 50% of the time and less than 100 meters 95% of the
time (Hurn, 1989). Selective availability was deactivated in 2000, which immediately
made civilian use of GPS vastly more accurate (El-Rabbany, 2006). However, during the
period of time that selective availability was in effect, many civilian agencies attempted
to develop differential correction technology that could circumvent this introduced GPS
error. The earliest version of differential correction technology was developed by the
Coast Guard and was successful in making the civilian GPS signal more accurate. The
earliest form of differential correction was able to increase the accuracy of individual
locations to within 12m 95% of the time (Moen, Pastor et al, 1996).
Even after the dismissal of selective availability, the development of new
differential correction technology has continued in attempt to continually improve
civilian GPS accuracy. One of the most successful differential correction technologies
that emerged is the Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS), which provides real-time
GPS correction free of charge to users in North America (Arnold & Zandbergen, 2011).
WAAS uses information from ground-based, stationary receivers at known locations to
enhance the quality of location data from GPS receivers. The WAAS system reached full
operational status in 2003, and consists of 2 geostationary satellites and 38 reference
stations scattered about North America. WAAS is overseen by the FAA and has been
proven to provide 7m accuracy on most recreational GPS devices, a 3m improvement
from the typical 10m accuracy of most units. However, WAAS signal strength is
susceptible to many of the same things that affect GPS signal strength, including tall
buildings, severe changes in topography and vegetation density (Arnold & Zandbergen,
2011).
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Line-of-Sight GPS Interference
As previously mentioned, even differential correction systems, such as WAAS,
are susceptible to direct line-of-sight interference between satellites and GPS devices.
Line-of-sight GPS error causes a reduction in the number of satellites available for the
GPS user, which decreases the positional accuracy of the GPS receiver. Vegetation
density, which involves variables such as canopy coverage and basal area, is a major
cause of line-of-sight GPS error. DeCesare et al. (2005) conducted a study which
investigated the correlation between forest canopy coverage and error in GPS tracking
data and found that dense canopy (>40% coverage) added on an additional 27.5% track
length to the true tracks, while open canopy (0-10% coverage) only added on 8.5%
additional track length. This finding could make it difficult to compare animal’s track
lengths between different habitat types. Similar studies by Dussault et al. (1999) as well
as Rodriguez-Perez et al (2007) have also found that vegetation density and GPS
positional accuracy are inversely related. This determination has made some wildlife
researchers hesitant to adopt GPS technology for animals that inhabit areas with dense
canopies (Markham and Altmann, 2008).
Like dense vegetation, buildings can also cause the number of satellites being
tracked by a GPS unit to decrease, leading to a loss of positional accuracy (Costa, 2011).
Groves (2011) has shown that the number of GPS satellites available to users located in
dense urban areas he terms “urban canyons”, varies as a function of building height to
street width, referred to as the aspect ratio. Groves’ research also shows that street
orientation and the direction one is moving can also influence satellite availability as
well. North-south oriented streets have poorer GPS accuracy than do east-west oriented
10

streets, which can be attributed to there being fewer high elevation satellites in the northsouth plane than there are in the east-west plane.

Satellite Geometry Error
Line-of-sight GPS interference affects the number of satellites available to the
GPS user. In addition to the number of satellites available, the orientation, or geometry,
of those available satellites can also influence the positional accuracy of the GPS user.
Satellite geometry is best when the angles between available satellites are wide, as this
leads to less triangulation error (Dussault et al., 2001). Satellite geometry is measured
with a unit less number referred to as the horizontal dilution of precision (HDOP) (ElRabbany, 2006). The higher the HDOP value, the poorer the satellite geometry and the
greater the probability for positional error (Dussault et al., 2001).

Multipath Error
Multipath error occurs when a GPS signal is reflected off a surface (i.e. building,
water) before it arrives at a user’s GPS receiver. This reflection elongates the time
interval between satellite emission and GPS receiver reception, causing the GPS receiver
to miscalculate the user’s position (Axelrad et al., 1996). Multipath error affects both the
carrier-phase and pseudorange measurements. One of the best options to minimize
multipath error is to select an observation point void of reflecting surfaces in the vicinity
(El-Rabbany, 2006).
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Ionospheric and Tropospheric Refraction
As signals are emitted from GPS satellites, they must pass through the ionosphere
and troposphere before arriving at a GPS receiver. Both of these atmospheric layers
interfere with GPS satellite transmission, albeit in differing ways. Ionospheric refraction
is due to a high number of free electrons which refract the GPS signal, altering the
precise time interval used to determine the user’s position (Gregorius & Blewitt, 1998).
Fortunately, this type of error is dependent on signal frequency. Thus, using both the L1
and L2 carriers, it is possible to determine the ionospheric refraction and eliminate it
(Beutler et al., 1999).
Tropospheric error poses a more difficult problem since it is not frequency
dependent. Therefore, one cannot isolate tropospheric error using the techniques to
account for ionospheric error described above. Tropospheric refraction can be divided
into two different categories: wet and dry interference. Dry interference manifests itself
as variations in air pressure. These variations are easily mapped and thus the error can be
accounted for and eliminated (Beutler et al., 1999). Wet interference derives from
variations in the moisture content of the troposphere. These variations are considered
“weather” related errors and cannot be easily measured and mapped due to their localized
nature. Tropospheric error is more pronounced for satellites positioned at lower
elevations—in reference to the user—because their signals must travel through a larger
swath of the troposphere (Gregorius & Blewitt, 1998).
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GPS Error Due to Receiver Location
The position of a GPS unit can have a significant effect on its positional accuracy
as well. This is especially true for units that are used for wildlife tracking. A study by
Bowman et al (2000) found that the GPS collar position on the deer they were tracking,
significantly affected the fix rate success of the units. Activities, such as bedding, that
brought the GPS units closer to the ground, led to a reduced fix success for the units.
This reduced success is likely attributed to the units being closer to the ground and thus
having a more obstructed line of sight with the satellites it was tracking. This finding
could lead to various animal activities and behaviors going underrepresented due to low
fix rate success.

Home Range Estimation Analysis
Overview of Home Range Estimation
Home ranges were first defined by William Burt (1943:351) as “the area traversed
by the individual in its normal activities of food gathering, mating and caring for young.”
Van Winkle (1975) went a step further in trying to quantify a home range as a fixed
percentage area—typically 95%—derived from an individual animal’s utilization
distribution. An animal’s utilization distribution (UD) is synonymous with the
distribution of an animal’s position in a plane (Worton, 1989). Positional data points for
an animal’s location as a function of time must be gathered before a home range can be
determined. Positional data points can be gathered through visual observation or radio
telemetry and, more recently, by GPS transmitters.
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Home range sizes can be influenced through a number of factors, including: sex,
age and season. Population density of a particular area may also affect the size of a home
range. A home range for a particular animal does not have to remain the same for an
individual during the duration of its lifetime---a home range can be abandoned and a new
one can be established (Burt, 1943). According to Burt (1943) territory differs from
home range in that a territory is the area of the home range the animal will protect from
other individuals, whether that is a component of the home range or the entire home
range itself. While it is possible that home ranges for two different individuals would
overlap, it is unlikely that territories for two individuals would overlap (Burt, 1943).
Home range estimation can be very useful when determining such things as
habitat use of animals, carrying capacity of certain areas and the design of nature
preserves. Many different techniques have been developed to try and accurately estimate
home range size and dimension. Home range estimation techniques are typically
categorized into two categories: parametric and non-parametric estimation. Parametric
estimation assumes that the data will align with a particular shape or pattern such as a
circle or ellipse, while non-parametric estimation has no assumptions on distribution
patterns and relies strictly on point density (Selkirk & Bishop, 2002). Three of the more
popular nonparametric home range estimators include two polygon techniques—
minimum convex polygon and characteristic hull—and one statistical technique, kernel
density estimation.

14

Minimum Convex Polygon Technique
The minimum convex polygon (MCP) is one of the most popular parametric
home-range estimation techniques (Selkirk & Bishop, 2002). It is also one of the oldest
home-range estimation techniques, first used by Mohr in 1947 (Mohr, 1947), and is also
one of the easiest techniques to visualize. The MCP is referred to as the “minimum”
because it is composed of the smallest possible area (convex polygon) that still contains
all of the points in the data set (Worton, 1987). There are some recognized disadvantages
with using the MCP as a home-range estimation technique. A MCP is constructed from
the peripheral points of a data set---therefore, its design is highly influenced by these
outermost points, while the interior points have almost no significance on the dimension
of the MCP (Worton, 1987). For simple home-range distributions that contain a single
center of activity, the MCP may be an appropriate home-range technique. However, for
complex, multi-modal point distributions (multiple centers of activity), MCP analysis
may not be appropriate and would not likely represent the concave nature of the homerange (Downs and Horner 2008). Instead, the subsequent MCP would likely contain
large areas where no points exist and, therefore, are not utilized by the animal (Worton,
1995).

Kernel Density Estimation Technique
The Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) is the most popular nonparametric home
range estimation technique. The KDE technique describes an animal’s home range in
terms of a probabilistic model (Worton, 1989). Under KDE, each point in the home
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range data set is assessed by a kernel---areas on the plane with higher concentrations of
points have higher resulting densities than those areas with lower concentrations of
points. The bandwidth, a smoothing parameter, is what controls the variation in
densities among different areas in the plane (Seaman and Powell, 1996). Determining the
appropriate bandwidth to use is one of the most difficult aspects in performing a KDE
home range analysis (Silverman, 1986). Selecting a bandwidth that is too large or too
small can result in home range with home ranges that are overestimated and
oversimplified or underestimated and fragmented, respectively. A bandwidth does not
necessarily have to remain constant as it does in fixed KDE. Adaptive KDE analysis has
a bandwidth that varies depending on its location in the UD plane (Worton, 1989).

Characteristic-Hull Polygon Technique
A newer home range estimation technique is the characteristic hull polygon
(CHP). CHP’s are formed through the use of Delaunay Triangulation, which creates
triangles between adjacent points in the data set, while ensuring that the smallest angle in
each triangle is maximized (Downs & Horner, 2009). The creation of the CHP is
finalized by removing a certain percentage of the largest triangles—in terms of
perimeter—from the Delaunay Triangulation. CHP’s are an advantageous way of
delineating home ranges because they can assume a variety of complex shapes, such as
concave edges and disjoint regions, that other home range estimation techniques cannot
assume (Downs et al., 2012; Olsen et al. 2012).
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CHAPTER 3:
STUDY AREA

The study area was confined to
Hillsborough County, Florida. The
choice of locations for data collection
was contingent upon finding areas
suitable to assess one or more of the
cover types. All of the cover types
assessed—open grassland, open water,
sparse coverage, dense coverage,
building proximity—are location

Figure 1. Map of Hillsborough County,
FL

dependent in terms of being evaluated.

Line-of-sight interference is the variable that these five cover types were intended to
induce in order to determine the cover type’s influence on the positional accuracy of data
collected. Line-of-sight interference is induced when objects such as buildings or trees
lie between a GPS receiver and a satellite it would normally communicate with. To
achieve line-of-sight interference, areas with sufficient cover (i.e. trees and buildings) as
well as bodies of water were selected. In Hillsborough County, there are a number of
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residential areas built along small lakes and ponds. Such areas contain sufficient criteria
needed to test for these variables. One ancillary benefit to choosing such residential areas
is that many waterfowl frequent such environments. Because the GPS units used in this
study are intended for waterfowl studies, it is advantageous to test them in environments
where they will likely be used in the future.
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CHAPTER 4:
METHODS

Overview
The following methods were used to collect data with 5 Sirtrack GPS animal
tracking devices under varying cover types. Following this, the data sets from each GPS
device were recovered and evaluated to determine what influence particular cover types
have on the accuracy of the data sets, particularly positional variability. Finally, these
same data sets were incorporated into home range estimation to assess how the degree of
positional error in each data set influences the results of the home range analysis.

GPS Device Description
Five Sirtrack GPS devices (model # G1H 134A) were used in this study. These
particular units are intended for wildlife tracking purposes, specifically avian wildlife,
and are designed to be harnessed onto an animal’s body for an extended period of time.
Each unit weighs 85 grams and has a dimension of 88×35×14 mm (Figure 2). Each unit
has a battery capacity of 20 days under the assumption that fixes (location data points)
are made in hourly intervals. The unit is rechargeable through a USB port on its exterior.
Data is also downloaded through this same port (Sirtrack, 2011).
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Figure 2. Photograph of a Sirtrack GPS unit (model # G1H 134A).

Sampling Design
Habitat Cover types
As has been previously discussed, there are many factors that influence the
accuracy of GPS data. Some of these factors are easier to control for in an experimental
setting than others, such as line-of-sight interference, due to their localized nature.
Because of the ease of controlling this variable, this study utilized different habitat cover
types as a way to introduce line-of-sight positional error into the data sets. The five
cover types analyzed were defined in the following way:
•

Open grassland: open terrestrial terrain with uninhibited lines of sight in
any direction to satellites above

•

Open water: open aqueous terrain with uninhibited lines of sight in any
direction to satellites above

•

Sparse coverage: terrain with overhead vegetative coverage ranging from
20% to 50%
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•

Dense coverage: terrain with overhead vegetative coverage ranging from
50% to 100%

•

Building proximity: terrain that lies within 2 meters of a building

Each of the five cover types utilized in this study are habitat types that local waterfowl—
the species the GPS units are intended for—have been observed to frequent. A
densiometer (Lemmon, 1956) was utilized to determine the overhead vegetative coverage
for both the sparse coverage and dense coverage cover types.

Data Collection
All one hundred and fifty data sets used in this study were collected between
January 20, 2012 and March 14, 2012. During data collection, each unit was positioned
in a location characterized by one of the five cover types. A concerted effort was made to
use each GPS equally among the five cover types during data collection. Typically,
multiple data sets were collected at one time, with multiple cover types being utilized
among the data sets being collected. All data sets were collected during the dry season
Hillsborough County experiences during the months of January, February and March.
This allowed for all data sets to be collected in the absence of precipitation and limited
cloud cover (< 20% cloud cover). Although the GPS receivers could be influenced by
other variables during data collection, such as satellite geometry, ionospheric refraction
and tropospheric refraction, these other factors are diffuse enough that they are expected
to affect the five GPS receivers equally, nullifying their effect for the particular aims of
this study. The fix rate for each GPS unit was adjusted so that a fix was recorded every
sixty seconds. Each unit was left in position for a one hour period, so that at the end of
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this time duration, each GPS unit could make up to sixty fixes. This provided a data set
that was statistically significant in size. Thirty data sets were collected for each of the
five cover types. This method allowed for up to 1,800 fixes to be collected per cover
type, with a potential aggregate of 9,000 data points among all five cover types.
Although the spatial location varied for each GPS unit during the data collecting
process, the method for positioning the unit, prior to data collection, remained constant.
Because these GPS units are designed for waterfowl studies, male mallard (Anus
platyrhynchos) decoys were used to hold the units during the data collection. Each GPS
unit was harnessed onto the back of a decoy, roughly six inches of the ground, in such a
manner as it would be in a study of live waterfowl (Figure 3). This technique is common
in similar studies (Di Orio, 2003). This technique also proved beneficial when collecting
data under the open water cover type, as the decoys float on the surface of the water. The
decoys were tied off to stakes which were fixed in the lake bottom, in order to keep the
decoys immobilized during data collection.

Figure 3. Photograph of mallard decoy with a GPS unit harnessed to its backside.
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Data Analysis
Mean Center and Confidence Interval Calculations
All data sets collected were uploaded into geographic information system (GIS)
software (ArcMap v. 10, ESRI Inc.), where they could be manipulated for analysis. Each
data set was represented on the software, visually, as a point cloud (Figure 4). A mean
center of each data set was determined by taking an average of all x and y coordinates in
each point cloud. Then, the average distance from the mean center to any particular data
point in the data set was determined, along with the distance from the mean center to the
furthest outlier point in each data set. Once those calculations were complete, a 95%
confidence interval—a statistical technique used to numerically signify the dependability
of a calculation—was generated for the average of each of these two values for each of
the five cover types. The confidence intervals generated for the five cover types were
then compared to see if and how they differ from one another. These calculations
provide an indication of the effect that each of the five cover types has on the positional
accuracy of the data the GPS units collect.
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Figure 4. Example data set from the study with mean center point
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Determining Effects of GPS Error on Home Range Estimation
To explore the effects that GPS error might have on animal home range
estimation, the samples of GPS data were used in a hypothetical home range analysis
scenario. Here, it was assumed that each of the 150 sample point clouds represented a
single location for an individual animal. To evaluate the potential effects of GPS error,
two home range estimates were calculated. First, a home range estimate unbiased by
GPS error was calculated using only the mean centers for each sample. Second, a home
range estimate was calculated using all of the point locations (i.e. 60 per location) to
represent an analysis affected by GPS error. The Minimum Convex Polygon (MCP)
home range estimation technique was used in both scenarios, since this technique is
strongly impacted by outlying points (Downs and Horner, 2008). MCPs for both of these
home range estimates were constructed using GIS software (ArcMap v. 10, ESRI Inc.).
ArcMap contains a MCP tool that creates a polygon using a data set’s outermost points.
The areas of each of these polygons (home range estimates) were then compared to
provide insight into how the variation in positional accuracy among points in data sets
might subsequently affect the dimension, and therefore the accuracy, of a home range
estimate.
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CHAPTER 5:
RESULTS

A total of 150 data sets were collected with the five GPS units used in the study.
All of the data sets were collected in Hillsborough County, on or within proximity to the
University of South Florida, Tampa, campus (Figures 5a-5c). Of the 150 data sets
collected, 31 sets were collected with GPS unit #1, 31 sets were collected with GPS unit
#2, 26 sets were collected with GPS unit #3, 30 sets were collected with GPS unit #4 and
32 sets were collected with GPS unit #5. An effort was made to use each GPS unit
equally across the five different cover types (Table 1).

Table 1. Data Sets Collected For Each GPS Unit Per Cover Type
Data Sets Data Sets Data Sets Data Sets Data Sets
Cover Type
Unit # 1
Unit # 2
Unit # 3
Unit # 4
Unit # 5
Open Grassland
6
6
5
6
7
Open Water
6
6
6
6
6
Sparse Coverage
7
7
4
6
6
Dense Coverage
6
6
5
6
7
Building Proximity
6
6
6
6
6

Every data set was designed to contain 60 data points—1 fix per minute for 60
minutes. However, some data sets did not collect 60 points due to the failure of the unit
to successfully fix its position. Out of the 9,000 thousand possible data points between
the 150 data sets, 8,856 points were successfully collected, or 98.4% of the possible data
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points. The missed points were not evenly distributed among the cover types. Of the 144
missed points, 134 (93%) were missed in data sets collected under the building proximity
cover type. The remaining 10 missed points were observed sporadically among the other
four cover types (Table 2).
Table 2. Total Number of Missed GPS Fixes For Each GPS Unit Per Cover Type
GPS
Unit
GPS 1
GPS 2
GPS 3
GPS 4
GPS 5
Total

Open
Grassland
1
0
0
2
2
5

Open
Water
1
0
0
0
0
1

Sparse
Coverage
1
0
0
0
0
1

Dense
Coverage
0
1
1
1
0
3

Building
Proximity
4
16
35
53
26
134

Data collected in each successful GPS fix included: fix number, fix date, fix time,
latitude, longitude, number of satellites used in the fix, and the horizontal dilution of
precision (HDOP). Using these data from each of the one hundred and fifty data sets, one
was able to calculate the mean number of satellites, the mean HDOP, the mean distance
to nearest point in the data set, the mean distance to furthest outlier point in the data set
and the average mean distance from the mean center for each of the five cover types
(Table 3).
Table 3. Mean Values of Data Categories Collected by GPS Units Per Cover Type
Open
Grassland

Open
Water

Sparse
Coverage

Dense
Coverage

Building
Proximity

Mean Number of Satellites

5.52

5.45

5.08

4.72

4.67

Mean Horizontal Dilution of Precision

2.08

2.13

2.08

2.44

3.09

Mean Distance to Nearest Point (m)

0.97

1.06

1.66

2.09

2.65

Mean Distance to Furthest Outlier (m)

47.65

46.51

72.98

117.07

122.54

Mean Distance from Mean Center (m)

10.04

11.05

16.66

22.81

26.00
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Figure 5a. Locations of all 150 data sets utilized in the study
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Figure 5b. Locations of the western data sets utilized in the study
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Figure 5c. Locations of the eastern data sets utilized in the study
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The open grassland cover type utilized the greatest number of satellites per fix on
average (5.52) among the five cover types, followed by open water (5.45) sparse
coverage (5.08) dense coverage (4.72) and building proximity (4.67). These averages are
based upon successful fixes and do not take into account missed fixes. For four of the
five cover types, the number of missed fixes was minimal and factoring them in to the
averages in Table 3 had no significant effect on those averages. For the building
proximity cover type, however, the missed fixes accounted for 7.5% of the possible fixes.
Because contact with a minimum of three satellites is required for a GPS unit to make a
fix, one can assume that no more than two satellites were available during the time of the
144 missed fixes. If 144 more points with assumed contact with 2 satellites were factored
into the “satellites per fix average” then that would reduce the initial average from 4.67 to
4.47 satellites per fix for the building proximity cover type.
The mean horizontal dilution of precision (HDOP) values for the five cover types
ranged from 2.08 for open grassland and sparse coverage to 3.09 for building proximity.
As the values for HDOP range from 1.4 - 489.1, all of the mean HDOP values in this
study were relatively low, indicating good mean satellite geometry throughout the data
collection period (Dussault et al., 2001).
The GPS units recorded the x and y coordinates of the data points in latitudelongitude, a three dimensional coordinate system that uses decimal degrees as a unit. In
order to make calculations with GIS software, however, the data points need to be
projected into a two dimensional coordinate system. The Universal Transverse Mercator
coordinate system was chosen (Zone 17N) which uses a meter as a unit. After this
conversion, the x and y coordinates for each fix were used to calculate the following
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values for each of the 150 data sets: mean distance to nearest point, mean distance to
furthest outlier and average mean distance from mean center. This information was
calculated using a mean center point for each data set which was computed with the aid
of the GIS software, ArcMap 10 (Figure 4). Once these values were calculated for each
data set, all 30 values from each cover type were averaged again, to create a cover type
mean (Table 3).
The mean distance to the nearest point in the data set was lowest for open
grassland (0.97 m) followed by open water (1.06 m), sparse coverage (1.66 m), dense
coverage (2.09 m), and building proximity (2.65 m) (Table 3). The results for mean
distance to the furthest outlier in the data set and average mean distance from mean
center of data set followed similar trends. The mean distance to the furthest outlier was
lowest for open water (46.51 m) followed by open grassland (47.65 m), sparse coverage
(72.98 m), dense coverage (117.07 m) and building proximity (122.54 m) (Table 3). The
average mean distance from mean center was lowest for open grassland (10.04 m)
followed by open water (11.05 m), sparse coverage (16.66 m), dense coverage (22.81 m)
and building proximity (26.00 m) (Table 3).
The confidence intervals calculated from the mean distance to furthest outlier
values are illustrated in Figure 6. Non-overlapping confidence intervals amongst cover
types indicate the measurements are statistically different from one another. Figure 5
shows that the confidence intervals for the open grassland and open water cover types
overlap and are, therefore, not statistically different from one another. The dense
coverage and building proximity cover types are not statistically different from one
another either, as their confidence intervals overlap as well. The confidence interval for
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the sparse coverage cover type does not overlap with any of the other cover types,
making it statistically different from the other four cover types.
A similar arrangement is found among the confidence intervals calculated from
the average mean distance from mean center values (Figure 7). The confidence intervals
for the open grassland and open water cover types overlap, suggesting that, statistically,
these cover types induce the same amount of error. The dense coverage and building
proximity cover types also have overlapping confidence intervals. Once again, the sparse
coverage cover type has a confidence interval that does not overlap with any of the other
cover types.

160
140
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80
60
40
20
0
open grassland

open water

sparse coverage

dense coverage building proximity

Cover Type

Figure 6. Confidence intervals for the mean distance to furthest outlier values per cover type.
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Figure 7. Confidence intervals for the average mean distance from mean center values per cover
type

Minimum convex polygon home range estimates were calculated using two
different sets of data. The first MCP was calculated using all points from all one hundred
and fifty data sets (8,856 points) (Figure 8). The second MCP was calculated using only
the mean centers of the data sets (150 points) (Figure 9). The area of the MCP in Figure
8 is 4.743 km2, while the area of the MCP in Figure 9 is 3.456 km2, or 72.8% of the area
of the MCP in Figure 7 (Figure 10).
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Figure 8. Minimum convex polygon home range estimate using all points from all data
sets
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Figure 9. Minimum convex polygon home range estimate using mean center points from
all data sets
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Figure 10. An overlay of both minimum convex polygon home range estimates
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CHAPTER 6:
DISCUSSION

Positional accuracy of GPS data can vary depending on the presence of variables
that may interfere with communication between the satellite(s) and GPS receiver. This
study provides evidence that certain cover types can cause line-of sight-interference
between satellites and GPS units which can negatively affect the positional accuracy of
fixes recovered from the GPS units. In addition, this study demonstrates that the error
induced into these data sets can negatively affect the size and shape of home range
estimations calculated from these same data sets.
During data collection, despite varying cover types being utilized at once, the five
GPS units were never more than roughly one hundred meters apart from one another.
This close grouping is effective in nullifying any variation in the effect of the more
diffuse variables affecting positional accuracy, among the five GPS units. The low
variation among mean HDOP values for the five cover types implies good satellite
geometry throughout the study, supporting the claim above.

Analysis of Cover Type Data
The positional accuracy of fixes was found to be the greatest among the open
grassland and open water cover types. Both of these cover types had the lowest values
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for the mean distance to the furthest outlier and the average mean distance from the mean
center among the five cover types. These two values were not found to be statistically
different from one another. These same two cover types also had the highest average
values for mean number of satellites per fix. Higher mean number of satellites per fix
values accord well with the two values previously mentioned, as the more satellites
contributing to a fix generally results in a fix with higher positional accuracy. Open
grassland and open water were the two cover types that would have encountered the least
line-of-sight interference. The results of both the open grassland and open water cover
types seem to suggest that higher degrees of positional accuracy among fixes, as well as
larger mean number of satellites per fix values, are encountered when line-of-sight
interference is minimal.
The sparse coverage cover type had values for the mean distance to the furthest
outlier and average mean distance from the mean center that rested between the values
for the other four cover types. These values were statistically unique from the values for
the other four cover types. These results indicate that the positional accuracy of the fixes
for the sparse coverage cover type are not as accurate as those found in the open
grassland and open water cover types, however they are more accurate than the values
corresponding to the dense coverage and building proximity cover types.
Among the five cover types used in this study, the positional accuracy is lowest
among fixes made in the dense coverage and building proximity cover types. Both of
these cover types had the highest values for the mean distance to the furthest outlier and
the average mean distance from the mean center among the five cover types. These two
values were not found to be statistically different from one another. These same two
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cover types also had the lowest values for mean number of satellites per fix. Lower mean
number of satellites per fix values coincide with the values mentioned earlier in this
paragraph, as the fewer the satellites used in making a fix generally results in lower
positional accuracy for the fix. It seems intuitive that the dense coverage cover type
would induce more positional error into the data sets and use fewer satellites per fix than
would the open grassland, open water and sparse coverage cover types. These four cover
types progress through a range of vegetative coverage---or lack thereof---making the
correlation between positional accuracy and amount of vegetative coverage easy to
identify. The building proximity cover type, however, is defined in such a way that it
makes it harder to compare to the other four cover types. The brick and mortar
composition of a building presents a much different line-of-sight impediment than that of
a vegetative canopy. Prior to the data collection and analysis, it seemed reasonable to
speculate that the building proximity cover type would impose more line-of-sight
interference than that of the open grassland or open water cover types, but it was difficult
anticipate how it would compare to that of the sparse coverage and dense coverage cover
types. The data analysis suggests though, that the positional error induced by the
building proximity cover type is equal to that of the error induced by the dense coverage
cover type.
Though the positional error in the data sets for the dense cover and building
proximity cover types is statistically the same, the two cover types do differ significantly
in the number of failed fixes between them. The data suggests that the GPS units can
encounter significant difficulty in making fixes while in the building proximity cover
type as compared to GPS fix success among the four other cover types. Positioning a
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GPS unit in close proximity to a building could serve to prevent the unit from
communicating with a great number of available satellites. Even under ideal conditions,
with no line-of-sight interference, a GPS unit will only be able to communicate with
satellites orbiting in approximately one hemisphere (El-Rabbany, 2006). A GPS unit in
close proximity to a building could be cut off from up to an additional half hemisphere of
available satellites, due to the line-of-sight interference from the building. This
restriction allows the unit to communicate with slightly less than a quarter of all satellites
in the constellation.
Failed fixes present a significant problem in animal home range estimate studies.
If failed fixes are more likely to occur in particular cover types—such as habitats in close
proximity to buildings as this study would suggest—then a resulting home range
estimate, constructed from a data set containing failed fixes, will be biased towards cover
types that do not produce failed fixes as frequently. Quantifying the rate at which a
particular cover type produces failed fixes and then accounting for that rate in a
subsequent animal home range estimate could help improve the accuracy of the habitat
composition of the home range estimate.

Analysis of Minimum Convex Polygon Home Range Estimates
There were two minimum convex polygon home range estimates calculated in
this study. The first utilized only the mean center points of the one hundred and fifty data
sets, which effectively took positional error into account by minimizing the effect of
outlier points in data sets. The second home range estimate utilized every point from all
one hundred and fifty data sets, which does not mitigate at all for the effects of outlier
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points in data sets. The estimate utilizing only the mean center points was 72.8% the size
of the estimate that utilized all points. This indicates that when all points are used, outlier
points from individual data sets are given the most weight in creating the home range
estimate, and these outlier points enable the estimate to grow to a size much larger than
that of the estimate using only the mean center points.
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CHAPTER 7:
CONCLUSION
In answering the proposed research questions, this study demonstrates that: (1) the
five cover types involved in this study all had assorted levels of effect on the positional
accuracy of GPS data collected in their midst. The open grassland and open water cover
types had the smallest effect on the positional accuracy of the data. The sparse coverage
cover type had an effect on the accuracy of the data that was somewhat greater than the
two open cover types, while the dense coverage and building proximity cover types had
the most detrimental effect on the accuracy of the data. (2) When the data sets collected
under these varying cover types were used in a wildlife home range estimation technique,
the resulting home range that had not taken any positional error among points in data sets
into account was much larger in size than that of the home range that had factored for the
positional error.

Implications
While it may be difficult to find a way to directly apply the results of this
research, namely the confidence intervals, to related research, this study does implicate
cover types in the varying degree of positional accuracy one may find in GPS data sets.
This study also shows that if not accounted for, the variation in positional accuracy
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among these data sets can have a significant effect on any home range estimation
techniques utilizing said data sets.
The five cover types used in this study could all be considered common in an
urban environment, so the results of this study could be applied best for species that have
adopted urban environments into their home ranges. This study may serve as a template
for how to derive confidence intervals for cover types in a similar study.

Limitations
Broader applications of this study’s results may be limited by the fact that only
one model of GPS receiver was utilized. It cannot be assumed that other GPS makes and
models would be equally influenced by the cover types selected for this study. While the
use of decoys in this study did provide a convenient method for positioning the GPS unit
at a realistic height and orientation, the decoys used in the study were lacking
characteristics that would be found in live waterfowl. Live waterfowl have feathers—
something lacking on the decoys—which, depending on how the GPS unit is situated,
could introduce line-of-sight interference of their own. The stationary nature of the
decoys is another limitation in the study. The motion of live waterfowl could cause a
change in the positioning of the harnessed GPS receiver, which could move it into an
orientation—such as on the side or under the belly of the waterfowl—where it is less
visible to satellites overhead. A potential orientation shift could also result in the GPS
unit being submerged underwater at times, when the waterfowl is swimming. It is
unknown how the GPS units would perform while underwater.
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The significance of the results in this study may be limited by the broad
characterizations of some of the cover types used. The results from the open grassland
and open water cover types may be the most significant, due to the low variability
between locations where data sets were collected. These two cover types had the clearest
definitions among the five cover types—terrain with uninhibited lines of sight in any
direction—only differing in terms of being terrestrial or aqueous. These specific
definitions provided great consistency among sites where data sets were collected.
The three remaining cover sites had definitions more varied in nature. The sparse
coverage cover type was defined as anything between 20-50% canopy closure, while the
dense coverage cover type was defined as anything between 50-100% canopy closure.
These two definitions are clear, however, the range of canopy closure can leave the data
collection sites varied in nature. While these two cover types could have been divided
into more specific cover types, the scope of this study did not allow for the time it would
take to collect a statistically significant number of data sets for more than five cover
types. Therefore, these cover types remained described as is. When the resulting
confidence intervals are eventually applied to live data sets, it is also somewhat
unrealistic to expect to be able to apply confidence intervals that coincide with very
specific cover types; it may be more advantageous to leave cover types with looser
definitions for the sake of applying their corresponding confidence intervals correctly.
The building proximity cover type presented challenges of consistency in the data
collection as well. While it was not difficult to collect data sets within two meters of a
building—as the cover type was defined—it was difficult to control for other variables.
Buildings are often located adjacent to one or more other buildings. Trees are also
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prevalent in urban areas, and it was difficult to avoid them as well. It was often not
possible to isolate one building as the only source of line-of-sight interference for the
GPS unit. More often than not, situating the GPS unit within two meters of one building
also placed it within range of another object, which also impeded its overhead line-ofsight.

Future Study
If conducting a similar study in the future, a few changes to the methodology may
be helpful in garnering data that could be beneficial during the analysis. For the building
proximity cover type, it would be useful to use a densiometer at each data location point
to take into account sources of line-of-sight interference in addition to the building the
GPS unit is in proximity to. It could also be useful to record characteristics of the
buildings being utilized in the building proximity cover type. Data such as building
height, building depth and building material could all contribute to the positional
accuracy of fixes. In a similar fashion, it could also be useful to categorize the vegetation
that composes the overhead canopy for the sparse coverage and dense coverage cover
types. The volume of vegetation overhead is not something the densiometer is capable of
determining. This variable went unaccounted for in this study, yet could play a big part
in the line-of-sight interference levels. Tree height as well as species composition could
useful information. For example, a densiometer may indicate that a canopy of pine trees
provides the same percentage of cover as a canopy of oak trees, but the nature of the oak
leaves may provide many times the volume of overhead vegetation as compared to the
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pine trees. Therefore, even characterizing the coverage at each study site as coniferous or
deciduous could provide useful information.
One element of this study that would be interesting to explore in more depth is the
effect the distance between a GPS unit and a building has on the positional accuracy of
fixes made by that unit. This study only investigated this effect from a distance of two
meters. It would be interesting to use regression analysis to look at how the positional
accuracy of the fixes varies from multiple distances. The confidence interval generated
for the building proximity cover type in this study is only applicable to data points that
rest within two meters of a building. Further analysis could results in a sliding scale of
confidence intervals that could be applied based on the distance between the building and
GPS unit.
It would also be worthwhile to explore ways to incorporate these confidence
intervals into individual points in an actual wildlife tracking data set. This would provide
a more realistic assessment of how the magnitudes of GPS errors affect the size and
shape of a home range estimate than does the example used in this study. The application
of these confidence intervals into points in future data sets from live animals could be
carried out in a number of ways, using minimum convex polygons, characteristic-hull
polygons, or other techniques. One straight forward method for incorporating the GPS
error would be to create a buffer around each point in the dataset, with the size of the
buffer representing the confidence interval of GPS error (based on mean or furthest
outlier), and constructing a polygon about those buffers.
In order to apply the buffers based on confidence intervals to individual points in
a data set, the cover type present at the location of each point must be determined.
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Satellite imagery can be used in conjunction with a data set to determine what cover
types are present for individual points. The use of satellite imagery can present a couple
of problems however. First, satellite imagery can often be outdated by months or even
years. In certain environments, urban areas in particular, landscapes are altered
frequently, making cover types ever changing. This landscape fluidity can make outdated
imagery unreliable when used to identify cover types.

Second, and most importantly,

the individual points in a data set will likely have varying degrees of positional error,
depending on the cover type involved. Therefore, depending on the magnitude of the
positional error, satellite imagery could suggest a point is located in one cover type, when
it is actually located in a differing cover type. This problem could be accounted for in
one of two ways. The most accurate results could be determined by ground truthing each
point in the data set in person. This method is unpractical due to the expensive and
arduous nature of this work. A more realistic method may be creating a buffer around
each point in order to determine the average cover type within the radius of that buffer.
This average cover type value could then be used to determine the appropriate cover type
confidence interval to apply to the point. A second possible method for applying
confidence intervals to points in a data set, not reliant on satellite imagery, could be done
with the aid of the number of satellites used to create individual points. There is an
inverse relationship between the average number of satellites used to create a fix and the
positional accuracy of that fix. In some instances it could be possible to apply confidence
intervals to particular points, based on the number of satellites used in creating that point.
Future work should explore methods to explicitly incorporate GPS error in to home range
estimates.
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